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I. IHTHODUCTION TO rCIESTIAL BCATT^IUQ 

Seattering axparimanta have been one of the moat 

powerful toola of phyaioiatsia probing the atrueture of 

matter* The theoretical analyaia of acattaring data ia 

•lowly foroing the nueleua to part with aoma of ita aaerata^ 

There ia a aohool of phyaiciatswho optimiatically predict 

that the arantual xinderatanding of the nucleus liaa with 

the aophistioatlOA of acattaring theory.^ 

Thia paper deala with aoate of the leaa aii&bltioua 

aapeota of acattaring theory, namely the oon-relativiatie 

acattaring of partiolea off a apharically symmatric 

acattaring canter* Thia type of acattaring manifaata 

itaelf primarily by angular daflaotioria, aoainantum inter-

ohanget eî d phaaa ahifta* This paper ia ultimately 

concerned with the phaae ahifta* 

The final aim of a phaae ahift analyaia ia the deter^ 

mination of what potential function caused the obaarved 

phase ahifta^. As far as the writer can datarTina« the 

theoretical toola used in the analyaia of potential 

T 0. Chew, o-natrix Theory of otronf; Interactione 
(*. A. Benjamin Inc., Î ew York» 1^61). 

2 
A. 0. Lock, high iSnergq' Nuclear Phyeice (r.ethaun and 

Co* Ltd*, London, I960;, p. 4 % 



acattaring all resort finally to various forms of infinite 
X 4 c 

series expansiona-^* •-̂ none of which yield an obvious con

nection between the phaae shifts and the potential which 

caused theoi* 

Originally the purpose of the research was to deter

mine if it might be possible to obtain a solution to the 

radial Sehrodinger equation, with a spherically symmetric 

potential, in a form such that the phaae shifts, which are 

imbedded in the aaympotic form of the aolution, could be 

studied in an unambiguous manner. Since certain intef̂ ral 

transformations land themselves readily to asymptotic study, 

it was hoped that a modified Laplace tranaform type of 

integral solution to the radial Sehrodinger equation might 

be possible* 

The material to be presented here conaists of the 

results obtained and the difficulties encountered in attempt

ing the modified Laplace tranaform solution. 

2. Potential -^catterinK and the ^hase ohifte 
6 

We ahall use the following model for the description 

of potential scattering| a plane wwe travela down the s-axis. 

•3^ 

^H* Gell-iiann and I:. :... Goldberger, i h y s . Rev. 91 , 598 
(lS53r^. — 

Interuniversitaire 
v̂. Ci. Grosjean, formal Theory of Scatterinp; (xnstitut 
versitaire Des Sciences .^ucleaires, flonocraphis No. 7). 

^K. N. iOiuri, ihys. A v. 107, 11^8 (1957). 

6 
The Scattering situation may be seen from Fig. I on page 4, 



oollidea trith a spherieally symmetric scattering potential 

and ia scattered* The scattered wave is described by out

going spherical waves modulated in polar (scattering) angle. 

Mathematically the system is described by Schrodingez's 

equation which has the form 

(la) [ - ^ ^ " - VcDJ^M-EH^c^fj 

or 

(1.2) [vV<]Ycr,+)- Ucr-)W,t) 

»b.r. ^ ^ - ^^-fvE and U(r | = ^^Hf Vcrj. 
i f . . - ' • ' ' • • — 

We shall look for a solution to equation (1.2) which 

will describe incoming plane waves and outgoing spherical 
7 

waves* The aaympotic solution may be written iT.mediately aa:' 

(1.3) > l r ) - ^^ ^ f̂ )̂ ^/r 

Ihe expression T(.e) is called the scattering amplitude and 

it is directly related to the differential scattering cross 

section in the following manner 

(1.4) diX 
- l f ( ^ ) l 

(r-!cGraw-̂ i111 Hook io., Inc., New York, 
hysics 
" ^ % 5 ; p. 504 
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The free partiele aolution to (1*2) ia as followst 

(X.5) ^ = 2 . (2M)\'' Jx(t^r>e(^se,^e'-'= 

Sh. parturbed solution aajr b. written aa 

eC 

(1.6) 'Hl = ZlAiiRi2(r)f?(cos0) 

The eoeffioient A;̂  and Hĵ (r) in (1*6) are to be chosen ao 

that the aaympotic forma of (1*6) and (1*5) are oospatible, and 

so that the aaympotic form of (1*6) and (1.3) can be 

reoonciled* The aaympotie form for (1*3) ie 

At this point it will be necaasary to put a minor 

restriction upon the allowable potential functional we 

require that 

(1.3) rV(r) as r* > CO 

ainoe the potential functior. vanishes at infinity; the 

aaympotic form of (1*6) must describe a free particle, hence 

it might be expected that the aaympotic form of (1.6) con-

taina only a phaae factor different from the asymptotic form 



of (1.5) which vanishes as the perturbation vanishes. 

Indeed the asyxnpotic form for (1.6} may be written 

Here we require that the phase factor ^xL^) vanish as 

V(r) --̂  0, and that A| —^ (2< + l)i^ as V(r) — ^ o 

As we stated earlier^ (l«6) in its aaympotic form 

(1.9)J must be conpatible with (l«3)s i*e. the following 

must hold. 

(1.10) % 7:1:: e + i(e)-y ^ 2. AA ^̂ : *i 

That (1.10) is true is straightforward but tedious to 

demonstrate. After considerable algebraic manipulation 

(1.10) may be written; 

(1.11) e ^ jw^ ^ ^ _.̂ ^ ^' ^'^''- ^J 
_Z:A.e'V^. U- e-^')p4. 

Looking at (1.7) we see that the choice 

^ •=: ̂ V r(2X-V- 1 ) makes (l.ll) compatible with (I.7) 

We now write finally 

(1.12) -K^ p ^*^^ \^^ r \ S. cs K\2'^^ \ol ^ 



Where |(e) H ^r^ ^ ^Jf-vO Ce**!il) ft Ĉ .̂o) 

As can be seen by (1.12) the interaction with the 

potential is exhibited only by the phase factors X[^. 

These factors are the phase shifts mentioned earlier. For 

a specific Y^l^iB the potential that caused it unique? 

Assuming we know all about the ^|^^, can we construct the 

potential which caused them? It was with these questions in 

mind that we started looking for a solution to (1,2) such 

that the V\j|̂ «sC0Uld be directly related to the potential. 

3. The Free Farticle Solution 

So that the method of an integral solution to the 

radial Sehrodinger equation might seem desirablej,̂  we shall 

apply a modified Laplace transform to the free particle 

equation.^ The free particle radial wave equation is 

Eq. (1.13) is obtained from (1.3) by the substitution 

"A^^ AJ^ Rjeir̂  f̂ ,̂ where Riin-vVxlr) and of course V(r) - 0. 

With the substitution VxVr) - T ^̂  ^^^^^ (1.13) becomes 

(1.14)*"^"^^^^ (̂ -K)!|̂ 'cri + r K ^ | t r ) = 0 

^B. MerEbacher, Quantum Mechanics (John Wiley and Sona, 
New York, 196I), p. 203. 
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Ve shall atten^t a solution to (1.14) of the form 

a-15) ^^tr) H j f 1+) e'^ d + 

We are to choose M j iz. and J14) such that (1.15) is 

indeed a solution to (1.14). If we put (1.15) into (l.l4), 

noting that re^ » ̂ ^ e^* we have 

Zntegi>atlng (I.16) by parts yields the following: 

With choices for M and ^j, such that 

(1.18) [0^+*C^] fw'^'M'' ''• 
1. 

and choosing t 1+) such that f(« 
(1.19) ««-> 11+fttl-^^+lU' + t')/«>] = " 



we see thmt the left side of (l.l?) vanii^s. 

Zt is easy to solve (1.19) for 4̂ (i)> we obtain the follow-

ings 

(1*20) ft+^ ^ cC+'^4-K^)^. 

Eq* (l.l8) Is satisfied for several choices for A* A i-2, ; 

Bq. (1*18) will vanish with the following choices. 

(A) jp.-^;K A ^ ^ , ' ^ 

(1.21) (B) j?,̂ ;̂)|C. ^2=a)e*f f or-n/a <-(f < TT r>o 

(C) g^c^lv:. ^Z'C30^f for tr/2 <. cp <. TT r>o . 

With (1.20) and (l.2l) the final solution may be written, 

with the use of (l«15}# as followi^ 

(1.22) 

(a) Ajjt'ir̂  = r ^ t r ^ - r U+Vv^^) 
- I K - » ^ 

(b) ^^ir) - r felr^ -= T J It ^^c) cr 

(c) U w == r I cr)= r 

We have constructed a solution to (l«13) using the 

method of modified Laplace transfoxvis in a straightforward 

manner. That this type of solution is amenable to asym

ptotic study will be shown in Appendix B. 

9See Appendix A for a discussion of the paths of 
Integration. 



XX. APPUCATION OF THE MODIFIED LAPLACE 

TRANSFORM METHOD TO POTEt^TIAL SCATTERING 

i. The Perturbed Sehrodinger Big^SLtXon 

The success of the integral transfoxm method to the 

free particle equation is motivation enough to attempt the 

application of the method to the perturbed radial Sehrodinger 

equation. With a spherically symiaetric potential function, 

the radial equation may be written as follows: 

f = ''>'VC ««. Um^ ^^"""/^ where 

With the substitution 

-xU^r)- V *̂' fe^cr) 

equation (2.1) becomes 

/ / 

(2.2) rig er)-vel*-v\U^^)4 ic r6 (y) - rUiD fe (r^-0 

We shall assume a solution of the foxro 

(2.3) | ( r ^ - \ ^^^\^^^^ ^ 

10 



(a.*) rUin|^r\ = 5w^e. <is (r>o) . 

Zate«l (8.4) 1. tb . nost fuadanental pivpoKLtion w. 

bddng vftXld* MuA of tit. pî wr will teal with finding an 

.Kpltolt' Mpmawtatlon for in Bii« (S.4}. 

D*lns (S.3) foiA (2.4) In (S*8) w. find tiw fDllowingi 

it 
-Si-i) e^ds=o 

Zn (2*5) we mwdUi use of the fact that ^ (9^) » re . 

Xntegxmting (2.5) lay p^rtft yields 

(8.6) [(SV̂ Ĉ Ĉ.̂  ̂ ] + I {- ^U-'^*^)f ̂ ^̂ ] 

With the sume i^iolee for j?v and Ĵ a. made in ( l . l8) we have 

(1.18) Us^^vcf) Jî ^ e^^j^o 

We require T(S^ to be such that the integrand in 

(2a6) vanishes^ i.e. 

(2.7) .^^[(sV\^)H-v2.U+l)s5ts)- gcŝ  =0 . 
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Perfozning the differentiation in (2.7) and simplifying 

the results yields 

(2.8) (sV*^^)fc^^ -SJes-Cts)-^ $i%) ^ 0 , fcs)=Jsf(sj 

Xf (2.8) can be solved for j-iS) * and if we choose i* 

and Xz. as in (1.8), then our method yields a solution to 

(2.1). Equation (2.8) cannot be solved unless sceething 

is known about the term ^ î ) • The remainder of the paper 

deals with investigation of ^{»* 

We need to evaluate >S(s)in equation (2.4) explicit. 

Using the path of integration discussed in Appendix Â  equa

tion (2.4) beccBaes 

(2.13) etr) r Utr) I tr) =̂  J ^^^^ e dS . 

Since (2.4) is valid only for r ^ 0,we introduced the step 

function Q(S) which has the property 
r 0 . r<o 

e(r)^ 
0 ' 

Let s o io) orO» -is then (2.13) becomes 

(2.14) eWrUcr)Kr)-f I >5^»^^^ "^"^ 

Introducing another step function, this time in the <Aplane, 

we may write (2.14) as follows: 
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cv 
(2.15) ©lr)rUtrtfetr) = i U(K4u>^ ^ci<«>e''^'^doJ, 

J —00 

"here e{^^^)= [^^ ^ u) ^ - K . 

From the theory of Fourier transfoiroatlons the inverse of 

(2.15) may be written 

Which is valid for s ^ -IK. 

We will now obtain ^is) in tenas of the modified 

Laplace transformation of cCr) , and the regular Laplace 

transform of rU/^j. If r^(r) is such that? (i) The func

tion rU(r) is sectionally continuous, and (ii) The function 

rU(r) is such that 3:̂ (r) < M as r —^oo, then the Laplace 

transform of i^(r) exists and takes the form 

CD _̂  

(2.17) V̂ Q-̂  - 1 Û̂ t̂-̂  e ^ ^ d r . 

The inversion of (2.17) follows immediately from the 

theory of Laplace transformations and may be written as 

follows I 

(2.18) rU^r) ^ ^ ̂'-^ -= 
-loo 

- -^ \ Vta-̂  e ' ' cicr. (r^O) . 
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With the path of integration discussed in Appendix A 

oq. (2.3) beooaes 

(2.19) I tr) ̂  J J l̂ ^ ^^<^^ . 
•* -IK 

If we substitute (2.18) and (2.19) into (2.16) we have; 

(JO '^^^ •***® 

(2.20) atMu^^S^tiw^^^i: j[(i;Je ^ ^ . 

0 -;(p -"•̂  

With the assianption that the order of integration may be 

iiiter«di«iige#^in (2*20} and with the substitutions s'- icO' 

and C" icr' , (2.20) becomes 
CD CD 00 

(2:21) 0U4U.) S^.^^)={^„fjJ^i^')[j^^i^)[je ^'''"dT"'']*^'^']<1'^.' 
-K «oo o 

Slneê '̂ r* ;^q-Va;'-u3\r P 

^ASonditions such that the integrals may be interchanges 
are(l> F(x,y) must be measurable in thê  Ijob̂ sgue sense, and, 
(2) The following condition must hold: j'*dK jTp't^s)! cl̂  <C0 
A discussion of these conditions may be found in H. Kestleman's, 
Modern Theoriee of Integration (Dover Publications Inc. New 
York, 1^59), p. Sob. rE will be assumed, regretably without 
proof, that the necessary conditions are satisfied in this paper 

^%ee Appendix C for a derivation of the equation. The P 
refers to Cauchy*s principal value of an integral, a discussion 
of whi.ch may be found in E. T. Whittakerfe and G. N. Watson's, 
A Course of Modern Analysis (Cambridge University Press, 1997 ), 
p. 76. 
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we may write (2.21) in the following manner. 

CD «» 

(2.22) 9(K-tw^ iStlu)^ = T^fi, 

J / t W f^JVciVi C?[q'L (u)-u>')^(Kr]du)' 
—K - O f 

- v c - - « * 
Xntegratlbn over cr in the first part of (2.22) yields 

^'sJic'^'i^CJi^-^^nciu)' 
(2.23) 0CMu>^S^tM=r "'̂  

- i : -500 

If we are to prooeed further with the investigation of >5(«wj 

we must evaluate the integral 

ioo . 

(2.24) P 
J cr- » (W'U;*) 

-•'00 

which appears in (2.23). In order to evaluate (2.24) we 

shall make specific restrictions on y( )• 

(A) v(<r)-> 0, as \cr\ -—^<3t) , Re<r<0. 

(B) V( O* ) is analytic on the left hand <r. plane with the 

exception of isolated singularties • 

With restrictions (A) and (B) we may evaluate (2.24) by 

choosing the path of integration shown in Fig. II. 



16 

Poles of V(o") 

0"- Plane 

-*-iC<*3-oJ*) 

Fig. I I 
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Noting Fig. II we write the following: 

(2.25) pi-!i!^^^ ^(Ywd^r 
Jq--JlvO'u;3 J ^ , -

- \ 

(w-W) ̂  

to 

Where the Ai'a are the residues of V(cr) and the (Ji'a are 

the poles of V(cr) if such exist. We look now at the into* 

gral over Q in (2.25) 

V\,^) d ^ 
(2.26) = — TT"* Yf^u)-u»M] 

With the condition (A) on y(^) given previously, the inte

gral over r' obviously vanishes as we allow R to increase 

to infinity. Equation (2.25)« using (2,26) and condition (A), 

beccanes 
{CD W ^; 

-loo 

With (2.27) equation (2,23) may be written as follows: 

(2.28) eu.ŵ  s,..w -,-^Zin^'"\;:rt[rwA^^^. 
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If we substitute s - icO and s* « i^' into (2.28) and 

put the results into (2.8) we find that 
lOO 

(2.29) (s\e)j'lsj-2Hjis)-^ Z[l^\^^')t^i-"^. 
(s ̂ -iK) 

In order to obtain a solution to (2.1) it would be necessary 

to solve (2.29) for T ( ^ ) and substitute the solution into 

(2*3)• Every attempt to solve (2.29) was unsuccessful. 

Eq. (2.29) se^ns rather interesting in that only the 

poles of the potential function enter into the equation. 

Possibly persons trained to solve integro-differential equa

tions will find (2.29) not difficult. It was found that 

(2.29) is sijî lified considerably if the potential function 

I7(r) is a Yukawa type potential; this result will be given 

in the next section. 

2. The Yukawa Potential 

It was found that (2.29) was simplified if the potential 

function U(r) is of the following form 

(2.30) U(r) = Vo ^^Yr Reyw > o . 

Eq. (2.30) is a form of the Yukawa potential. With a poten

tial function of this form (2.17) becomes 

OP 

(2.31) V(-) - j v o i ^ ^ ^ ^ r -
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Sine, in (2.29) we n«ed only the reaidae of V((r) at ltd 

poles, we writ. 

r V. -[ 

(2.52) " <r=y ' ^ '^' 

«̂ - 7 ^ / a; = o j >1. 

With (2,32) equation (2.29) may be written as follows; 

• l « 

Ca.3.) (s».KMfi>'afisf(s, .^-^1/,,', - ^ ^ s = o 

-115^ 
S-C^JA) 

In order for the integral solution we atte.pted to be 

of much use for the scatt^rinc protlem, it must be poaaible 

to solve Eq. (2.29) and (2.33) for j(-^)» ^t was mentioned 

before that no success was had in attempting the solution 

to (2.29), likewise no solution was found for (2.55)• 

If any iustification at all can be brought Torth for the paper 

it is hoped t lat with ^q. (2.29) ar.d (2.33) a new approach 

to the problem of scattering from a spherically symmetric 

potential is offered. 



X C . S0MWAKY m> CQUCLPSION 

We have 9ibmm iAi&t the potential scattering problem 

oaa be oast in a new fom namely Bq« (2.29}« That is to 

say the problem <̂ iangedi tvan seeking a eolutlon to 

to solving the eq:uatioii 
ioo 

If Eq. (2.29) oan be solved in some manner for r ( s ) ^ then 

(a.l) la autoBiatioally solved via the Bq« (2.3)« As to 

whether Eq. (2*29} la a more desirable equation to solve 

that (2.1) we cannot say; persons qualified in the field of 

integro-differential equations could probably settle this 

qiieatloii. 

Rather mild restrictions were placed on allowable 

potential functions nsoselyi (1) The potential j«ust have a 

X«aplaoe transfozm. (2) The potential function must asymptoti

cally approach zero faster than a Coiilooib potential. (3) The 

lApIaoe transfoxn of the potential must satisfy the following 

conditions (a) V(cr)-^0 as \<r\ — ^ o o when Reo" < o. 

(b) y(<r) is analytic on the left hand c-plane with the 

20 
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exception of simple poles. These conditions allow a wide 

class of potential functions. It seems interesting that 

in (2.29) only the residues of V(<r) couple the potential 

to the free particle solution. 

The goal of the research was not ccmipletely reached -

the goal being a solution to (2.1) via the integral trans

form method. That this type of solution will fulfill the 

desire to find a solution whose asymptotic form is easy to 

study and for which the phase shifts may be unambiguously 

related to the potential, won't be known until (2.29) 1» 

solved. 

If (2.29) can be solved, only one solution to the 

problem will be had: Other solutions may be constructed 

using the paths of integration (1.21)^ and (1.21)^. 

It might be worthwhile to concentrate on the Yukawa 

potential solution (2,33)* A c(xaplete solution to this 

would at least show if the integral transform solution has 

any mex*it for problems of this nature. Several attempts to 

solve (2.33) were made - all without success. A first 

approximation solution was tried letting j-(S) in (2.33) 

be equal to the free particle value namely C(K^ + S^) . 

The Integral in (2.33) diverges by a power of S» for j[/ 0 

and diverges logarithmically for J( =» 0, hence the solution 

was abandoned. Using the free particle solution is falla

cious anyway since we have no right to let the interaction 

go to zero or else we might lose an exponential tenii which 

wo\ild otherwise keep the integral in (2.33) from diverging. 
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APPENDIX A 

lUscusslon of the Paths of Integration 

Fortunately it turned out that the paths of integration 

for the perturbed solution were the same as for the free 

particle case. The paths of integration were chosen so that 

equation (1.18) is satisfied. The paths chosen were those of 

equations (1.21)^^ ^ ^. 

As a convenient example, we will show how the path 

(1.21)^ Is put in the form of equation (2.13). 

In the Biplane the path (1.21)^ may be represented as 

shown in Fig. III. 

S-PIana 

Pig. Ill 
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f te path (1) la eqptlvmlent to pat^ (2) in the figure 

pro<wlded the intesz'aada In Sqa. (a«3} and (2.4) are analytle 

In the oroaa^hatehed region aad on ^le paths of Integration. 

Xf we ĉ iooae the pal^ (2) In Fig. XXX̂  (2.3) becomes 

Xf J- ( S ) la bois t̂od in t ^ second q̂ uadrent of the 

i«fklane« then we shall pamre iAmt the integral over the part 

C*!̂  vanlidiea aa \S\ —̂ cx) • Since 

c. c. 
and S »• R oosf 4- R oosp we note the followlngs 

Mow, alnoe trm (1.21)^ which states that ^ 2 £ (̂  < "Tr 

we note that 

riiuUjr w. have 

iO) 

(*.4, j,fu,l̂ ^^"'̂ a^ £ - ° 

(A.5) t(^\~ ] flSJ e'"^d5 
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also, 

ioo 

(2.13) ©cr)rUcr>fe(r)^ j >^l^^^ ^^ 

i f ,S( S ) i s bounded. 



APPENDIX B 

Aayiqptotlc Study of the Free RBg*tiele Solution 

To dwronatrate the amenability of the modified laplace transform 

to asynptotic atudy^ we shall atudy ths aa^n^ptotic form of Eq. (1.22)^. 

Eq. (1.22)^ nay be writtoi in the following mannert 

(B.1) r(+^+ic)Vd+= |^+\K')'e a v - a+SK^/e'V 

Now we shall atudy the second Integral on the rl^t of (B.l). If we 

let t«(iK>+ Y/r) the Integra:^ becomes 

Deo = Y^'^'l Ĉ V t iK 1- v/,)'J e - r 
or f, 

d 

Aa r becomes Isrge we may expend the term (1 * Y/21Kr) In a rapidly 

oonierging series, i, e. 

(B.3) (l 4- 7^,)' -[l^^^ti^) - • ' • • • ] . 

^E. Mersbacher, ^jantum Mechanics (John Wiley and Sons. New York, 

1961), p. 132. 
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With (B.3) Eq. (B.2) becomes 

Je 
ODi 

0 

Now let r approach infinity, (B.4) becomes 

If we req:ui3:*e that Re.y> 0 then (B.5) may be written as 

follows: 

(B.6) vJcD 'zz::^ e^^^rid^nx+i) . 

tlslng the procedure above for the first integral on 

the 3?ight of (B. l ) , except that we le t t - (Y/r - IK), we 

may write 

Putting (B.6) and (B.7) into (B.l) yields 

(B.8) Vl^ ;2<i'r(Ho[eT:)^- "̂"̂ -'̂ 'J • 

Noting that e^"^^/^ - 1* and e"^^^/^ « (-1)* we write (3.8) 

in the final fozn 
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Rq. (B.9) is the required asymptotic form for the free 

particle solution. The straightforward manner in which the 

asymptotic form of the free particle solution was studied 

m^kes it desirable to find a solution to the perturbed 

solutloii so that its asymptotic form is easily obtained. 



ApggNDIX C 

We Wish to show that the integral 

is equivalent to +tTd(A) - p/iA when used In an Integral. 

To show this we lntz»oduce the Integral 

(C.2) [GtM^e dr]ciA-J GcA)ll'«^J^e drjdA ^ 
-CO 4.Q -OP 

With the assumption that we may bring the limit outside the 

Integral we may write 

(C.3) 1 G(A') { { S drldA- - l«i; ̂  ( & (A) .-j^^ dA( 

Using the path of integration shown in Fig. IV we may evaluate 

(C.3). 

A-Plane 

-R + R 

R ^^ 00 

U l — ^ a > 
Re6 > O glg> IV 
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Xaldng use of ^le (̂ mohsr principal vali» ami evaluating the 
lnti«ral over Cc we wrltei 

00 <D Of 

With ^le use of t^ MI^MS delta funcUon the equivalence la 

ahowni we have 
«̂  00 

(0.5) j (5:(M [ fe'^'arJdA^-jGcMirCfcMdft -pJGtA. J-dA 






